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The Next Challenge in Ofted Education
February 20,1987 Speech given at California Association for Gifted

upon being honored as a pioneer in gifted education, Mary Meeker.

We in California have the knowl-
edge, we have the experience, we halie in
our state among the best of fir countries'

-experts. and collectively, we have over 20
years of. staiiitical dita' So who is better
qualified to take, the next challenge facing
educatizs of:the gifted? The challenge I
Offer* this: to develop a of gifted
education. And this is what I propose.

Although California-, has led the
way in gifted education, we can not rest on
our laurels: We can initiate the next quan-
tunileap in the 'gifted education movement.

The renaissance of gifted educa-
tion, did not begin until afters World War II.
Before that the dark ages were lighted by a
few pioneers such as Tenhan, Davis and
Hollingworth who helped us disCover that
giftedness (called genius during the twent-
ies and thirties) was areal phenomenon and
worthy of study. Although they hoped to
remove some of the shrouds of mystery of

they.were only isolated voices in
the dark ages of mass ethication.

The-renaissance began when the
nation was awakened to the appreciation of
intelligence as a national resource. Perhaps
we have Sputnik to think for that awaken-
ing; perhaps it was a more general resur-
rgence of, national spirit, but whatever-die
root causes; resources were made available
for us to turn a focus on intelligence-in-the-
extreme and how it could be educated.

This notion ushered in the renais7
twice of the gifted movement,-a- spirit un-
leashed a value, affirmedan opportunitY.to
:explore areas in< education never before,
charted And :explore, we did! .We wrote
manifestos (we: called them frairieworks);
we drew and redrew bOundiries,sometimes
too narrowly and sometimes too expansive-
iY; we tried hundreds of tunc44t programs
-with thoutunds of differing degrees of suc-
cess (foilhat matter; we were still attempt-
ing to define Success); our pendulums
swung between:the extremes of Auantita-

rtive ana*alitatiii definition of gifted!!
W e * in =hat, e x i g O r h i l l And..as

with any renaissance, we had our excesses
which had to be allowed as we grew andj us t
as surely had to be reigned in.

It was a heady period in our his-
tory. Fortunately, there were two steadying
influences: one in the form of administra-
tive giftedness, and the Other in the form. f
a collective personality of the various pro-
fessional experts involved. The administra-
tive geniuses in California is epitomized by
Paul Plowman, :Davi Hermanson, Ruth
Martinson, Eleanor Schmadel, Joe Rice,
Bob SWain,, Marcella Bonsall, Bob Bell,
Dick Sholseth, early leaders who, with their
colleagues at the county, district and state
department levels, had to ride herd on this
renaissance movement. It is our legacy that
they allowed districts the freedom to inquire
into the writings and worki of James Gal-
lagher, John Gowan, Bloom,& Krathwohl
and Guilford. Dittricts were allowed to ex-
plore, but these leaders, knowledgeable in
the literature of giftednest, were also there
to supervite and reign in *the pnver times,
demanding enough`adcOuntabilityto satisfy
the

r...
the *so, much to "stifle the

spirit of thit infint,inovernent The gifted
smoveMentiti 4inerida iarnever know
dine namet; but anew leaders will forever
be indebted to` dieir, guidance. For gifted
programs -in California alone have grown
from zero 41,1960 to include 220,000 gifted
children tdday. The other steadying influ-

ence was (and still is) the collective person-
ality of administrators, coordinators and
teachers of the gifted. I know of no other
group in education as dedicated, caring and
open minded as are edutators of gifted.
Many of them carried programs on sheer
determination when finding lapsed; many
of them carried children who did not meet
numerical criteria though they were obvi-
ously gifted; and many of them paid their
own ways to conferences because they
knew it would help them improve the qual-
ity of their teazhing of gifted children. They
fended off the barbs of "eliteism" when in
truth, it is the traditional curriculum which
is elite and they knew this. They were eager
to undertake, understand and carry the
special responsibilities of their special chil-
dren.

They helped validate gifted pro-
grams no matter what it took because they
were who they were. But most of all they
were the change agents of education
people who were neither afraid of change
nor of the discomfort it brings. Every state
has since, uuknowingly, profited from their
findings.

These are the people who brought
,us through this renaissance period to where
we are now; and, while no period in any
history is easily demarked at the time, I
believe we are now passing from one period
to another, and that this is a fitting time of
celebration to mark that transition.

My vision into gifted education of
the future is partially shaped by their work.
But it is equally shaped by my work as a
'specialist, a psychologist whose career has
- been concerned with individual differences
and with the application of a theory of intel-
ligence to educational practices.

Thus I think the time has coma to
leave this exploratory periodnot to leave
exploration, but to leave the period given
over to explorationin favor of making a
consolidation of what we have leamed...to
make a science of gifted education. After



the renaissance comes science; and that
time has Come.

I issue the challenge to you to be-
come scientific, knowing that it is a chal-
lenge which may not be popular because the
word science "has all the connotations of
regimented, antiseptic deterinMismal-
Most the antithesis Of the renaissance spirit
That, of course, is sometimes the sterile side
of science. But the otherside of science is as
exploratory in its own way as was the explo-
ration ofTenaissance. It is after all; science
that is leading us today on the greatest
physical exploration's- of all -the technical
exploration of biochemistry and space. We
do not know now exactly 'how we will
explore space and the human condition, but
however it is-done, it will be guided by
science. And scientists who lead these ex-
piorations are gifted adults who, more than
ever before, must possess to in even higher
degree than happenstance qualities of diver-
gent thinking abilities, evaluation thinking
abilities-which are well developed all the
way from relational thinking through impli-
cations thinking Itis in this spirit that' offer
the challenge to bring science to the gifted
movement; not to determine where7Ave are
going or how we are going to get there, but
to introduce a new degree of in the
explorations that we make.

Why?-Because we do have docu-
mentediesults and results lead to general
rules. The rules for guiding aprogramocien-
fifically are simple: l) have a well delineated
program, 2) with generalizable :implemen-
tation procedures, 3) Measureable ob-
jectives which are to be measured and
tricked; 4) with means of reporting docu-
mented results and enforced recognition of
this reporting by all people engaged in the
public education of our gifted, 5) with the
earliest identification of differentiated in
tellectual abilities followed up with
uniquely matched curriculum to further
develop the intellectual giftedness.

Liar of these five prerequisites
has been well established and practiced.
They offer us a .platform from which to
begin. These giridelinessre simple but not
easy. But unless we are objective; unless we
sacrifice provincial egos, we cannot prog-
ress beyond our current stage of growth--we
will be "left to Continue re-inventing the
wheel and reorganizing the holes for the
spokes. We are at the end of °Ur adolescenCe
in gifted educitiOnin California -- I add "in
California"; -because as I travel the States
and, other- Countries, I see educators just
entering their adolescent growing period
andI di* that his too bad that they to not
benefit, from our experiences here. Yet I
realize that because lhe responsibility for
odueation lies inthe Incal board Of educa-
tion, public education dictates that each

district, even each state, has its own
adolescent period to live through. Anyway,
we in California are at the end of our
adolescent growth and now it is time for
maturity...planning our futures. Part of that
future is a realistic re-appraital of the im-
pact of gifted programs on students who
have participated. They shOuld be re-tested
on the sane instrument used for placement
in order to assess whether the giftedprogram
did- in fact keep them gifted and improve
their giftedness. They need to tell us what
they have accomplished. Are they happy?
What would they contribute in information
to us?

At a minimum the country needs
several *ell-constructed examples of objec-
tified' programs with the attendant
operations, measures and plant for evalu-
ation.We need a clearing house for report-
ing outcomeshot for making invidious
comparisonsbut for sharing results. The
science Of computer technology makes this
easy to accomplish. We must channel the
spirit of the renaissance into the discipline of
science.

It is important for us to meet this
challenge. Because gifted education has led
the way for general education for many
years. It is important that we maintain that
leadership and through it that we guide
general education into a new era of its own.
As we enter the next century, we need the
gift of accumulated wisdom to plan an
education of preParedness. And without
apology, I say it is imperative that we begin
the process for each-and every child- who

enters schord.by_ sisieising their individual
.abilitiei.ahir every teacher be trained in
basic understanding of the nature of differ-
entiated intelleCtuat oblides so that every
child's basic profile of intellectual abilities
is addressed through curriculum exPeri-
mces.

Teachers teed to look upon the
gifted as quarterbacks of the future; we must
consider oursefves as the lards and tack-
les, because no matter what game in life they
are to play, they will enter Me game with
some characteristics peculiarly theirs and
they need armor for their own protection.

We have often given lip service to
placing them_ in a protected environment,
but we have not There is knowledge today
'about their characteristics such that we

could design a school to nurture them, to
provide them with programs which instill
the desire to work, to enhance their gifted-
ness and which will give them courage to
keep going by assuring them they have the
abilities to succeed.

My contribution to the field of
gifted education has been the understand-
ing of differential intelligences. The piano
offers us a ready analogy for understanding
intelligence. Intelligence is a mental song.
The piano has 88 keys; the Structure of
Intellect (Guilford, 1966) has isolated over
90 kinds of intellectual products of the
human brain., Every gifted child's mental
'song' has its own melody. Like the piano
which has ditcrete sounds for each ma, the
SOI factors are also discrete. Both the piano
.notes -end the intellectual abilities can be
Combined in many ways on many levels
(sounds). Some abilities match well with
what successful school learning depends
upon; others, in children just as bright, do
not match so well. But those who come to
school gifted in Memory will surely be
noticed by the teacher and usually will get
tested for inclusion in a gifted program.

We know there is a song called
"Reading". It is made up of eleven notes
(abilities). The song cannot be complete if
one &more 'notes' is missing. There is also
a song called arithmetic; it is made up of
nine 'notes' (abilities). There is a song called
math; it requires all the notes in arithmetic
and some of the notes in reading. We know
that gifted girls do so poorly on two spatial
abilites CFS and CFT that not only do they
steer clear of math and science in high
school, their self images are damaged to the
extent that they stay out of science, engi-
neering and architecture. We know that
boys are much better at auditory learning
than are girls who are more visual. Thus
boys do better in arithmetic naturally and
girls do better in early reading. First and
foremost, every child needs a profile of his
or her learning strengths and weaknesses.
This information is part of the platform
from which to build a curriculum to address
their needs.

Secondly, they all need, in return,
a gift from us--love and enlightenment. We
are their mentors as well as their guards and
tackles. 'Mentors do not lead thway. In-
stead they open the door to unknown
places, to send their proteges into dark
rooms. A mentor turns on a light, hands it
to them, pushes them in, and steps back,
closing the door. Why? Because a mentor
knows that the eyes only see when there is
light, but the soul sees when there is dark-
nth. And mentors know that their job is to
give illumination. With illumination- -with
illuminated minds, all else follows.

The science of giftedness awaits.[]


